
New Releases
All Ages Fiction

Izumi Tanaka has lived an uneventful seventeen years in her small, mostly white, northern California
town, keenly aware of all the ways in which her family is different from most of her classmates’. But
then Izumi discovers a clue to her previously unknown father’s identity . . . and he’s none other than

the Crown Prince of Japan. Which means outspoken, irreverent, can-burp-the-alphabet Izzy is literally a
princess.

 
Soon she’s traveling overseas to meet the father she never knew and discover the country she's only
dreamed of. Izzy soon finds herself caught between worlds, and between versions of herself—back

home, she was never “American” enough, and in Japan, she must prove she’s "Japanese" enough. Will
Izumi crumble under the weight of the crown, or will she live out her fairytale, happily ever after?

Murder. Fire. Revenge. That's all seventeen-year-old Alice Monroe thinks about. Committed to a mental
ward at Savage Isle, Alice is haunted by memories of the fire that killed her boyfriend, Jason. A blaze her

twin sister Cellie set. But when Chase, a mysterious, charismatic patient, agrees to help her seek
vengeance, Alice begins to rethink everything. Writing out the story of her troubled past in a journal,

she must confront hidden truths. Is the one person she trusts only telling her half the story? Nothing is
as it seems in this edge-of-your-seat psychological thriller from the debut author Emiko Jean.

Experience the life of a honeybee in this coming-of-age story about a bee named Nyuki, in this full-
color graphic novel by Jay Hosler, perfect for curious kids who are fans of the Science Comics series.

 
Nyuki is a brand-new honeybee and she has a lot of questions.  But Nyuki’s biggest question is,

“What is this inner voice I hear, and why does it tell me to go forth to adventure. Follow Nyuki on a
lifelong journey as she annoys her sisters, avoids predators, and learns to trust her inner voice as
she masters the way of the hive. And if you still have questions at the end, the back of the book

uncovers even more mysteries about the lives of these incredible insects!

Contrary to popular belief, best friends Kate and Anderson are not codependent. Carpooling to and
from theatre rehearsals? Environmentally sound and efficient. Consulting each other on every single
life decision? Basic good judgment. Pining for the same guys from afar? Shared crushes are more fun

anyway.
 

But when Kate and Andy's latest long-distance crush shows up at their school, everything goes off-
script. Matt is talented and sweet, and Kate likes him. She really likes him. The only problem? So does
Anderson. Turns out, communal crushes aren't so fun when real feelings are involved. This one might

even bring the curtains down on Kate and Anderson's friendship.



New Releases
Young Adult Fiction

All's fair in love, war and noodles! This delicious debut is perfect for fans of teen romcoms like
When Dimple Met Rishi and Jenny Han's To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before.

 
Linh and Bao like each other. A lot. The only problem? Their families own rival pho restaurants and

hate each other’s guts, so they have to keep their relationship a secret. But they can only steal
kisses in dark alleys and the art room at school for so long. Can their love transcend an age-old
feud and heal the rift between these two families? Or have these high school sweethearts bitten

off more than they can chew?

Senior Fiction
Alma and her family live close to the land: they raise chickens and sheep, they make maple syrup.

Every day Alma's husband leaves for his job at a nearby college while she stays home with their young
children, cleans, searches for secondhand goods online, and reads books by the women writers she
adores. Then, one night, she abruptly leaves it all behind--speeding through the darkness, away from

their Vermont homestead, bound for New York.
 

In a series of flashbacks, Alma reveals the circumstances and choices that led to this moment. The joys
and claustrophobia of their remote life through the passing of each season. Her fears and

uncertainties about motherhood. The painfully awkward faculty dinners. Her feelings of isolation and
failure. And her growing fascination with Celeste: the mysterious ceramicist and self-loving doppelg

nger whose internet personality begins as inspiration for Alma before turning into a powerful
obsession.

In the early 19th century, British explorer John Oxley traversed the then-unknown wilderness of central
Australia in search of water. Oxley never found it, but he never ceased to believe it was out there. The

myth of the inland sea was taken up by other men, and over the years search parties walked out into the
desert, dying as they tried to find it. Two centuries later, his great-great-great-great granddaughter (and

our narrator) spends a final year in Sydney reeling from her own self-destructive obsessions.
 

She's working part-time as an emergency dispatch operator, drinking heavily, sleeping with strangers,
wandering Sydney's streets late at night, and navigating an affair with an ex-lover. Reckless and adrift, she

prepares to leave. Written with down-to-earth lucidity and ethereal breeziness, this is an unforgettable
debut about coming of age in a world that seems increasingly hostile. Watts explores feminine fear,

apathy and danger, building to a tightly controlled bushfire of ecological and personal crisis.

Lucky's is a story of family. A story about migration.
It is also about a man called Lucky. His restaurant chain.

A fire that changed everything.
A New Yorker article which might save a career. The mystery of a

missing father. An impostor who got the girl. An unthinkable tragedy.
A roll of the dice. And a story of love - lost, sought and won again (at

last).



New Releases
Senior Fiction

Hard-drinking, foul-mouthed, Jean is not your usual grandma. She's never been good at getting on with
other humans, apart from her beloved granddaughter, Kimberly. Instead, she surrounds herself with

animals, working as a guide in an outback wildlife park. And although Jean talks to all her charges, she has
a particular soft spot for a young dingo called Sue.

 
As disturbing news arrives of a pandemic sweeping the country, Jean realises this is no ordinary flu- its

chief symptom is that its victims begin to understand the language of animals - first mammals, then birds
and insects, too. As the flu progresses, the unstoppable voices become overwhelming, and many people

begin to lose their minds, including Jean's infected son, Lee. When he takes off with Kimberly, heading
south, Jean feels the pull to follow her kin. Bold, exhilarating, and wholly original, The Animals in That

Country asks what would happen, for better or worse, if we finally understood what animals were saying.

Based on the remarkable true story of an American woman who defied the odds to become the most
dangerous Allied spy in France during World War II, comes a gripping historical novel about strength,

humanity, and bravery from the bestselling author of Hemingway’s Girl.
 

France, March 1944. Virginia Hall wasn't like the other young society women back home in Baltimore—
she never wanted the debutante ball or silk gloves. Instead, she traded a safe life for adventure in

Europe, and when her beloved second home is thrust into the dark days of war, she leaps in headfirst.
 

Once she's recruited as an Allied spy, subverting the Nazis becomes her calling. But even the most
cunning agent can be bested, and in wartime trusting the wrong person can prove fatal. Virginia is

haunted every day by the betrayal that ravaged her first operation, and will do everything in her power
to avenge the brave people she lost.

A brilliant new novel from the author of Real Differences. A family favour their son over their daughter.
Shan attends university before making his fortune in Australia while Yannie must find menial

employment and care for her ageing parents. After her mother's death, Yannie travels to Sydney to
become enmeshed in her psychopathic brother's new life, which she seeks to undermine from within …

 
This is a novel that rages against capitalism, hetero-supremacy, mothers, fathers, families – the whole
damn thing. It's about what happens when you want to make art but are born in the wrong time and

place.
 

S. L. Lim brings to vivid life the frustrations of a talented daughter and vengeful sister in a nuanced and
riveting novel that ends in the most unexpected way. It will not be easily forgotten.

Family circumstances force siblings Ying and Lai Yue to flee their home in China to seek their fortunes in
Australia. Life on the gold fields is hard, and they soon abandon the diggings and head to nearby

Maytown. Once there, Lai Yue finds a job as a carrier on an overland expedition, while Ying finds work in
a local store and strikes up a friendship with Meriem, a young white woman with her own troubled past.

When a serious crime is committed, suspicion falls on all those who are considered outsiders.
 

Evoking the rich, unfolding tapestry of Australian life in the late nineteenth century, Stone Sky Gold
Mountain is a heartbreaking and universal story about the exiled and displaced, about those who

encounter discrimination yet yearn for acceptance.



New Releases
Senior Fiction

Erica Marsden's son, an artist, has been imprisoned for homicidal negligence. In a state of grief, Erica
cuts off all ties to family and friends, and retreats to a quiet hamlet on the south-east coast near the

prison where he is serving his sentence. There, in a rundown shack, she obsesses over creating a
labyrinth by the ocean. To build it-to find a way out of her quandary-Erica will need the help of

strangers. And that will require her to trust, and to reckon with her past.
 

The Labyrinth is a hypnotic story of guilt and denial, of the fraught relationship between parents and
children, that is also a meditation on how art can both be ruthlessly destructive and restore sanity. It

shows Amanda Lohrey to be at the peak of her powers.

Lightning Reads
The day Fatima forgot her name, Death paid a visit. From here on in she would be known as

Sankofa  -a name that meant nothing to anyone but her, the only tie to her family and her past.
 

Her touch is death, and with a glance a town can fall. And she walks-alone, except for her fox
companion-searching for the object that came from the sky and gave itself to her when the

meteors fell and when she was yet unchanged; searching for answers.
 

But is there a greater purpose for Sankofa, now that Death is her constant companion?

Alfa and Mademba are two of the many Senegalese soldiers fighting in the Great War. Together they
climb dutifully out of their trenches to attack France's German enemies whenever the whistle blows,

until Mademba is wounded, and dies in a shell hole with his belly torn open.
 

Without his more-than-brother, Alfa is alone and lost amidst the savagery of the conflict. He devotes
himself to the war, to violence and death, but soon begins to frighten even his own comrades in

arms. How far will Alfa go to make amends to his dead friend?
 

At Night All Blood is Black is a hypnotic, heartbreaking rendering of a mind hurtling towards
madness.

One last laugh for the summer as it winds down. One last prank just to scare a
friend. Bringing a mannequin into a theater is just some harmless fun, right?

Until it wakes up. Until it starts killing.
 

Luckily, Sawyer has a plan. He'll be a hero. He'll save everyone to the best of his
ability. He'll kill as many people as he needs to so he can save the day. That's

the thing about heroes - sometimes you have to become a monster first.
Award-winning author Stephen Graham Jones returns with a thriller about the

price of power. 



New Releases
Co-written by two award-winning writers, This Is How You Lose the Time War is an epic love story

spanning time and space.
 

Among the ashes of a dying world, an agent of the Commandant finds a letter. It reads: Burn before
reading. Thus begins an unlikely correspondence between two rival agents hellbent on securing the
best possible future for their warring factions. Now, what began as a taunt, a battlefield boast, grows
into something more. Something epic. Something romantic. Something that could change the past

and the future.
 

Except the discovery of their bond would mean death for each of them. There's still a war going on,
after all. And someone has to win that war. That's how war works. Right?

Lightning Reads

Non-Fiction
At 49, famed Vanity Fair writer Nancy Jo Sales was nursing a broken heart and wondering, "How did I

wind up alone?" On the advice of a young friend, she downloaded Tinder, then a brand new dating app.
What followed was a raucous ride through the world of online dating. Sales, an award-winning journalist
and single mom, became a leading critic of the online dating industry, reporting and writing articles and

making her directorial debut with the HBO documentary Swiped: Hooking Up in the Digital Age.
Meanwhile, she was dating a series of younger men, eventually falling in love with a younger man less

than half her age.
 

Nothing Personal is Sales' memoir of coming-of-middle-age in the midst of a new dating revolution. She
is unsparingly honest about her own experience of addiction to dating apps and hilarious in her

musings about dick pics, sexting, dating FOMO, and more. Does Big Dating really want us to find love,
she asks, or just keep on using its apps?

The economy says we must always consume more: even the slightest drop in spending leads to
widespread unemployment, bankruptcy, and home foreclosure.

The planet says we consume too much: in America, we burn the earth's resources at a rate five times
faster than it can regenerate. And despite efforts to 'green' our consumption by recycling, increasing

energy efficiency, or using solar power; we have yet to see a decline in global carbon emissions.
Addressing this paradox head-on, acclaimed journalist J. B. MacKinnon asks, What would really happen if
we simply stopped shopping? Is there a way to reduce our consumption to earth-saving levels without
triggering economic collapse? At first this question took him around the world, seeking answers from
America's big-box stores to the hunter-gatherer cultures of Namibia to communities in Ecuador that

consume at an exactly sustainable rate. Then the thought experiment came shockingly true: the
coronavirus brought shopping to a halt, and MacKinnon's ideas were tested in real time.

What if the sovereignty of the First Nations was recognised by European international law in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries? What if the audacious British annexation of a whole continent was
not seen as acceptable at the time and the colonial office in Britain understood that 'peaceful settlement'
was a fiction? If the 1901 parliament did not have control of the whole continent, particularly the North, by

what right could the new nation claim it? The historical record shows that the argument of the Uluru
Statement from the Heart is stronger than many people imagine and the centuries-long legal position
about British claims to the land far less imposing than it appears. In Truth-Telling, influential historian

Henry Reynolds pulls the rug from legal and historical assumptions, with his usual sharp eye and rigour, in
a book that's about the present as much as the past. His work shows exactly why our national war

memorial must acknowledge the frontier wars, why we must change the date of our national day, and why
treaties are important. Most of all, it makes urgently clear that the Uluru Statement is no rhetorical flourish

but carries the weight of history and law and gives us a map for the future.



New Releases
All Ages Fiction

Southampton, 1912: Seventeen-year-old British-Chinese Valora Luck has quit her job and smuggled
herself aboard the Titanic with two goals in mind: to reunite with her twin brother Jamie--her only

family now that both their parents are dead--and to convince a part-owner of the Ringling Brothers
Circus to take the twins on as acrobats. Quick-thinking Val talks her way into opulent first-class

accommodations and finds Jamie with a group of fellow Chinese laborers in third class. But in the
rigidly stratified world of the luxury liner, Val's ruse can only last so long, and after two long years

apart, it's unclear if Jamie even wants the life Val proposes. Then, one moonless night in the North
Atlantic, the unthinkable happens--the supposedly unsinkable ship is dealt a fatal blow--and Val and

her companions suddenly find themselves in a race to survive.
 

Eleven-year-old Samantha and her older sister, Caitlin, are sent to live in rural Oregon with an
estranged aunt following a domestic violence incident with their father. Sam wants nothing more

than to go back home, back to the way things were . . . before she spoke up.
 

Then Aunt Vicky gives Sam a battered card game. Sam falls in love with the whimsical animal
characters, especially the charming fox, Ashander. One day Ashander shows up in her room and

offers her an adventure: find the Golden Acorn, and Sam can have anything she desires. As magic
and reality blur, Sam is swept up in a game she may not be prepared to play.

It takes an A.I. to catch an A.I.
 

When a mysterious entity starts hacking into social networks and chat rooms to instigate
paranoia and violence in the real world, it’s up to Steph and her new friend, Nell, to find a

way to stop it—with the help of their benevolent A.I. friend, CheshireCat.

Fourteen-year-old Mona isn't like the wizards charged with defending the city. She can't control
lightning or speak to water. Her familiar is a sourdough starter and her magic only works on bread.

She has a comfortable life in her aunt's bakery making gingerbread men dance.
 

But Mona's life is turned upside down when she finds a dead body on the bakery floor. An
assassin is stalking the streets of Mona's city, preying on magic folk, and it appears that Mona is his
next target. And in an embattled city suddenly bereft of wizards, the assassin may be the least of

Mona's worries...
 



New Releases
All Ages Fiction

An action-adventure original graphic novel, The Curie Society follows a team of young women
recruited by an elite secret society--originally founded by Marie Curie--with the mission of

supporting the most brilliant female scientists in the world. The heroines of the Curie Society use
their smarts, gumption, and cutting-edge technology to protect the world from rogue scientists
with nefarious plans. Readers can follow recruits Simone, Taj, and Maya as they decipher secret

codes, clone extinct animals, develop autonomous robots, and go on high-stakes missions.

Fourteen-year-old Nephele used to have friends. Well, she had a friend. That friend made the
adjustment to high school easily, leaving Nephele behind in the process. And as Nephele looks
ahead, all she can see is three very lonely years. Nephele is also a whip-smart lover of math and

science, so she makes a plan. Step one: invent time travel. Step two: go back in time, have a do-over
of 9th grade, crack the code on making friends and become beloved and popular.

 
Does it work? Sort of. Nephele does travel through time, but not the way she planned--she's created
a time loop, and she's the only one looping. And she keeps looping, for ten years, always alone. Now,

facing ninth grade for the tenth time, Nephele knows what to expect. Or so she thinks. She didn't
anticipate that her new teacher would be a boy from her long ago ninth grade class, now a grown

man; that she would finally make a new friend, after ten years. After ten freshman years, she still has
a lot more to learn. But now that she's finally figured out how to go back, has she found something

worth staying for?
 

Young Adult Fiction
After her mother dies in an accident, sixteen-year-old Bree Matthews wants nothing to do with her

previous life, family memories, or her childhood home. A residential program for bright high schoolers
at a local university seems like the perfect escape--until Bree witnesses a magical attack her very first

night on campus. A flying demon feeding on human energies. A secret society of so called
"Legendborn" students that hunt the creatures down. And a teenage mage who calls himself a "Merlin"

and who attempts--and fails--to wipe Bree's memory of everything she saw.
 

The mage's failure reveals Bree's own, unique magic and unlocks a buried memory with a hidden
connection: the night her mother died, another Merlin was at the hospital. Now that she knows there's
more to her mother's death than what's on the police report, Bree will do whatever it takes to find out
the truth, even if that means infiltrating the Legendborn by becoming one of their initiates. But when

the Legendborn reveal themselves as the descendants of King Arthur and his knights and explain that a
magical war is coming, Bree has to decide how far she'll go for the truth and whether she should use

her magic to take the society down--or join the fight.
 

Wren Southerland is the most talented healer in the Queen's Guard, but her reckless actions have
repeatedly put her on thin ice with her superiors. So when a letter arrives from a reclusive lord, asking

Wren to come to his estate to cure his servant from a mysterious disease, she seizes the chance to prove
herself.

 
When she arrives at Colwick Hall, Wren realizes that nothing is what it seems. Particularly when she

discovers her patient is actually Hal Cavendish, the sworn enemy of her kingdom.
As the snowy mountains make it impossible to leave the estate, Wren and Hal grow closer as they uncover

a sinister plot that could destroy everything they hold dear. But choosing love could doom both their
kingdoms.



New Releases
Young Adult Fiction

Sixteen-year-old Declan is the perfect son . . . except for one tiny issue. When his sister Delia comes
home to find him trying on her clothes, he fears her judgment, but she only fears his fashion choices.
One quick makeover later, Declan is transformed into Delia's mysterious cousin Layla and dragged to

the party of the year, hosted by Carter, the most popular boy in school.
 

When Carter meets Layla, he fumbles to charm her. He adores her sense of humor and her poise. But
when she vanishes in the middle of the night, he's left confused and determined to solve the mystery
of who she is. As their school year begins, their high school embraces a policy of intolerance, and both
Declan and Carter know they must stand up. Carter is tired of being a coward and wants to prove he

can be a knight in shining armor. Declan is sick of being bullied and wants desperately to be himself. If
they team up, it could be a fairy-tale ending, or a very unhappy ever after.

Tress Montor’s family used to mean something—until she didn’t have a family anymore. When her
parents disappeared seven years ago while driving her best friend home, Tress lost everything. The

entire town shuns her now that she lives with her drunken, one-eyed grandfather at what locals refer
to as the “White Trash Zoo.”

Felicity Turnado has it all: looks, money, and a secret. One misstep could send her tumbling from the
top of the social ladder, and she’s worked hard to make everyone forget that she was with the

Montors the night they disappeared. Felicity has buried what she knows so deeply that she can’t even
remember what it is . . . only that she can’t look at Tress without feeling shame and guilt.

But Tress has a plan. A Halloween costume party at an abandoned house provides the ideal situation
for Tress to pry the truth from Felicity—brick by brick—as she slowly seals her former best friend into

a coal chute. Tress will have her answers—or settle for revenge.
 

In a walled city of a mile-high iron guild towers, many things are common knowledge: No book in any
of the city's libraries reveals its place on a calendar or a map. No living beasts can be found within
the city's walls. And no good comes to the guilder or foundling who trespasses too far from their

labors. Even on the tower rooftops, where Errol Thebes and the rest of the city's teenagers pass a
few short years under an open sky, no one truly believes anything uncommon is possible within the

city walls.
 

But one guildmaster has broken tradition to protect her child, and now the whole city faces an
uncommon threat: a pair of black iron spikes that has the power of both sword and needle on the
rib cages of men has gone missing, but the mayhem they cause rises everywhere. If the spikes are

not found, no wall will be high enough to protect the city—or the world beyond it. And Errol Thebes?
He's not dead and he's certainly not safe.

Full of menace and suspense comes this unputdownable original
paperback thriller perfect for fans of Natasha Preston and Natalie D.

Richards!
 

When a group of friends spends the night in a forest, they're confronted
with their greatest fears. One of the friends won't survive the night. And

one of them is a killer. . . .



New Releases
Senior Fiction

Engaging, thought-provoking stories from a young Tasmanian Aboriginal author who addresses
universal themes - identity, racism, heritage destruction - from a wholly original perspective.

 
The stories in Born Into This throw light on a world of unique cultural practice and perspective, from
Indigenous rangers trying to instil some pride in wayward urban teens on the harsh islands off the

coast of Tasmania, to those scraping by on the margins of white society railroaded into complex and
compromised decisions. To this mix Adam Thompson manages to bring humour, pathos and

occasionally a sly twist as his characters confront racism, untimely funerals, classroom politics and,
overhanging all like a discomforting, burgeoning awareness for both white and black Australia, the

inexorable damage and disappearance of the remnant natural world.

Life in a troubled neighbourhood demands too much too young. But Sonny wouldn’t really
know. Watching the world from her bedroom window, she exists only in second-hand

romance novels and falls for any fast-food employee who happens to spare her a glance.
 

Everything changes with the return of Vince, a boy who became a legend after he was hauled
away in handcuffs at fourteen. Sonny and Vince used to be childhood friends. But with all that

happened in-between, childhood seems so long ago. It will take two years of juvie, an
inebriated grandmother and a porn stash for them to meet again.

When you leave Ireland aged 22 to spend your parents' money, it's called a gap year. When Ava
leaves Ireland aged 22 to make her own money, she's not sure what to call it, but it involves: a

badly-paid job in Hong Kong, teaching English grammar to rich children; Julian, who likes to
spend money on Ava and lets her move into his guest room; Edith, who Ava meets while Julian is
out of town and actually listens to her when she talks; money, love, cynicism, unspoken feelings

and unlikely connections.
Exciting times ensue.

A mindbending new collection of short stories from the unique, internationally acclaimed author of
Norwegian Wood and The Wind-up Bird Chronicle.

 
The eight masterly stories in this new collection are all told in the first person by a classic Murakami
narrator. From nostalgic memories of youth, meditations on music and an ardent love of baseball to
dreamlike scenarios, an encounter with a talking monkey and invented jazz albums, together these

stories challenge the boundaries between our minds and the exterior world. Occasionally, a narrator
who may or may not be Murakami himself is present. Is it memoir or fiction? The reader decides.

 
Philosophical and mysterious, the stories in First Person Singular all touch beautifully on love and

solitude, childhood and memory...all with a signature Murakami twist.



New Releases
Senior Fiction

One scorching day in Australia deserted outback, Tommy McBride and his brother Billy return home
to discover that their parents have been brutally murdered. Distraught and desperate for revenge, the
young men set out in search of the killers. But the year is 1885, and the only man who can help them

is the cunning and ruthless John Sullivan wealthy landowner and their father s former employer.
 

Rallying a posse of men, Sullivan defers to the deadly Inspector Noone and his Queensland Native
Police an infamous arm of colonial power whose sole purpose is the dispersal of Indigenous

Australians in protection of settler rights. The retribution that follows will leave a lasting scar on the
colony and the country it later becomes. It will also haunt Tommy for the rest of his life.

 

'The women in this family, we're different . . .' Blythe Connor doesn't want history to repeat itself.

Violet is her first child and she will give her daughter all the love she deserves. All the love that her
own mother withheld.But firstborns are never easy. And Violet is demanding and fretful. She

never smiles. Soon Blythe believes she can do no right - that something's very wrong. Either with
her daughter, or herself.Her husband, Fox, says she's imagining it.

But Violet's different with him. And he can't understand what Blythe suffered as a child. No one
can.Blythe wants to be a good mother. But what if that's not enough for Violet? Or her marriage?
What if she can't see the darkness coming?Mother and daughter. Angel or monster?We don't get

to choose our inheritance - or who we are . . .

A woman known for her viral social media posts travels the world speaking to her adoring fans, her
entire existence overwhelmed by the internet – or what she terms 'the portal'. Are we in hell? the

people of the portal ask themselves. Are we all just going to keep doing this until we die?
 

Suddenly, two texts from her mother pierce the fray: 'Something has gone wrong,' and 'How soon
can you get here?' As real life and its stakes collide with the increasing absurdity of the portal, the

woman confronts a world that seems to contain both an abundance of proof that there is
goodness, empathy and justice in the universe, and a deluge of evidence to the contrary.

 
Irreverent and sincere, poignant and delightfully profane, No One Is Talking About This is at once a
love letter to the infinite scroll and a meditation on love, language and human connection from one

of the most original voices of our time.



New Releases
Lightning Reads

From the singularly inventive mind of Rikki Ducornet, Trafik is a buoyant voyage through outer space
and inner longing, transposing human experiences of passion, loss, and identity into a post-Earth

universe.
 

Quiver, a mostly-human astronaut, takes refuge from the monotony of harvesting minerals on remote
asteroids by running through a virtual reality called the Lights, chasing visions of an elusive red-haired

beauty. Her high-strung robot partner Mic pilots their Wobble and entertains himself exploring his
records of the obliterated planet Earth, searching for Al Pacino trivia, unfamiliar recipes, and high

fashion trends. But when an accident destroys their cargo, Quiver and Mic go rogue, setting off on a
madcap journey through outer space towards an idyllic destination: the planet Trafik.

In an alternate Cairo, humans live and work alongside otherworldly beings; the Ministry of
Alchemy, Enchantments and Supernatural Entities handles the issues that can arise between

the magical and the mundane.
 

Senior Agent Hamed Nasr shows his new partner Agent Onsi Youssef the ropes of
investigation when they are called to subdue a dangerous, possessed tram car. What starts

off as a simple matter of exorcism, however, becomes more complicated as the origins of the
demon inside are revealed.

Non-Fiction

Climate catastrophe, police brutality, white genocide, totalitarian rule and the erasure of black
history provide the backdrop for stories of love, courage and hope. In this unflinching new

anthology, eleven of Australia's most daring Indigenous writers and writers of colour provide a
glimpse of Australia as we head toward the year 2050.

The history of philosophy has not done women justice: you've probably heard the names Plato,
Kant, Nietzsche and Locke — but what about Hypatia, Arendt, Oluwole and Young?The

Philosopher Queens is a long-awaited book about the lives and works of women in philosophy by
women in philosophy. This collection brings to centre stage twenty prominent women whose

ideas have had a profound — but for the most part uncredited — impact on the world.
 

You'll learn about Ban Zhao, the first woman historian in ancient Chinese history; Angela Davis,
perhaps the most iconic symbol of the American Black Power Movement; Azizah Y. al-Hibri, known

for examining the intersection of Islamic law and gender equality; and many more. For anyone
who has wondered where the women philosophers are, or anyone curious about the history of

ideas — it's time to meet the philosopher queens.



New Releases
Non-Fiction

From the beet fields of North Dakota to the campgrounds of California to Amazon's CamperForce
program in Texas, employers have discovered a new, low-cost labor pool, made up largely of

transient older adults. These invisible casualties of the Great Recession have taken to the road by
the tens of thousands in RVs and modified vans, forming a growing community of nomads.

Nomadland tells a revelatory tale of the dark underbelly of the American economy-one which
foreshadows the precarious future that may await many more of us. At the same time, it

celebrates the exceptional resilience and creativity of these Americans who have given up
ordinary rootedness to survive, but have not given up hope.

 

Since the civil war in Syria began in 2011, over 500,000 civilians have been killed and more than 12
million Syrians have been displaced. Rania Abouzeid, one of the foremost journalists on the topic,

follows two pairs of sisters from opposite sides of the conflict to give readers a firsthand glimpse of the
turmoil and devastation this strife has wrought. Sunni Muslim Ruha and her younger sister Alaa

withstand constant attacks by the Syrian government in rebel-held territory. Alawite sisters Hanin and
Jawa try to carry on as normal in the police state of regime-held Syria. The girls grow up in a world where

nightly bombings are routine and shrapnel counts as toys. They bear witness to arrests, killings,
demolished homes, and further atrocities most adults could not even imagine. Still, war does not

dampen their sense of hope.
 

Through the stories of Ruha and Alaa and Hanin and Jawa, Abouzeid presents a clear-eyed and page-
turning account of the complex conditions in Syria leading to the onset of the harrowing conflict. With

Abouzeid's careful attention and remarkable reporting, she crafts an incredibly empathetic and nuanced
narrative of the Syrian civil war, and the promise of progress these young people still embody.

A reckoning with one of our most beloved art forms, whose past and present are shaped by
gender, racial, and class inequities-and a look inside the fight for its future.

 
Every day, in dance studios all across America, millions of little girls line up at the barre and take
ballet class. Their time in the studio shapes their lives, instilling lessons about gender, power, the

value of their bodies and minds, and their place in the world both in and outside of dance.
 

In Turning Pointe, journalist Chloe Angyal captures the intense love for ballet that so many
dancers feel, while also grappling with its shortcomings: the power imbalance of an art form

performed mostly by women, but dominated by male choreographers and ballet masters, the
impossible standards of beauty and thinness, and the racism that pervades ballet.

 
A new generation of dancers is confronting these issues head on. If ballet is going to survive the

21st century and forge a path into a more socially just future, this reckoning is essential.



New Releases
All Ages Fiction

When Mary Pinny dies from a snakebite, she leaves her young daughter, Comity, and husband
Herbert in the Middle of Nowhere. As Stationmaster of the Kinkindele Repeater Station, Herbert

Pinny takes great pride in his job; receiving morse messages and passing them down the Wire to the
rest of Australia and beyond. But Comity dreams of a different life - where her mother is alive and she
has her own horse and a new piano - and sends letters to her grandmother and her snooty aunt full
of colourful tales of her imaginary life. that is, until the new station assistant, Quartz Hogg, arrives and

brings Comity and her father sharply back down to earth.

It’s 2003. It’s been several months since the US officially declared war on Iraq, and the political world has
evolved. Shadi, who wears hijab (a visible allegiance to Islam) keeps her head down. Hate crimes are

spiking. Undercover FBI agents are infiltrating mosques and interrogating members of the congregation,
and the local Muslim community is beginning to fracture. Shadi hears the fights after services, the

arguments between families about what it means to be Muslim, about what they should be doing and
saying as a community but she does not engage. She’s too busy drowning in her own troubles to find

the time to deal with bigots.
 

Shadi is named for joy, but she’s haunted by sorrow. Her brother is dead, her father is dying, her mother
is falling apart, and her best friend has mysteriously dropped out of her life. And then, of course, there’s

the small matter of her heart It’s broken. Shadi has tried to navigate the remains of her quickly-
shattering world by soldiering through, saying nothing, until finally, one day, everything changes.

Vienna. 1936. Three young friends spend a perfect day together, unaware that around them
Europe is descending into a growing darkness and that events will soon mean that they are

ripped apart from each other as their lives take very different directions...
 

Inspired by a true story, When The World Was Ours is an extraordinary novel that is as powerful
as it is heartbreaking and shows the bonds of love, family and friendship allow glimmers of hope

to flourish, even in the most hopeless of times.

Leah Baxter is a genius. She's a few wins away from becoming a junior chess grandmaster, and
her life is on course to achieve everything her mom and coach want for her. But Leah is at

stalemate – grieving for her father, and feeling suffocated. She decides to make the ultimate
sacrifice and quit chess. But chess doesn't want to quit her. Soon Leah discovers her new gambit:
chessboxing, a dangerous hybrid sport which will test her body and mind to their limits. Can the

pawn become the queen?
 



New Releases

Young Adult Fiction
Ever since she can remember, Briseis has had power over plants. Flowers bloom in her footsteps and
leaves turn to face her as though she were the sun. It's a power she and her adoptive mothers have
spent her whole life trying to hide. And then Briseis inherits an old house from her birth mother and

suddenly finds herself with the space and privacy to test her powers for the first time.
 

But as Briseis starts to bring the house's rambling garden back to life, she finds she has also inherited
generations of secrets. A hidden altar to a dark goddess, a lineage of witches stretching back to

ancient times, and a hidden garden overgrown with the most deadly poisonous plants on earth. And
Briseis's long-departed ancestors aren't going to let her rest until she accepts her place as the keeper

of the terrible power that lies at the heart of the Poison Garden.

The shadow of Godolia's tyrannical rule is spreading, aided by their giant mechanized weapons known
as Windups. War and oppression is an everyday constant for the people of the Badlands.

 
Eris Shindanai is a Gearbreaker, a brash young rebel who specializes in taking down Windups from the
inside. When one of her missions goes awry and she finds herself in a Godolian prison, Eris meets Sona
Steelcrest, a cybernetically enhanced Windup pilot. At first Eris sees Sona as her mortal enemy, but Sona

has a secret: She has intentionally infiltrated the Windup program to destroy Godolia from within.
 

As the clock ticks down to their deadliest mission yet, Eris and Sona grow closer—as comrades, friends,
and perhaps something more...

Three years ago, Tyrus Domitrian shocked the galaxy by killing the woman he swore to love forever. The
woman for whom he upended the Empire. The woman with whom he wanted to build a new and

brighter future.
Now, the once-idealistic heir apparent has become the cruel Emperor Tyrus, wielding his authority with

an iron fist, capable of destroying planets with a single word, controlling all technology with a simple
thought. He has bent the Grandiloquy to their knees, and none has the power to stand against him.

But there is a muttering among the Excess. They say that Nemesis is not truly gone. They whisper of her
shadow spotted in distant star systems. They say that Nemesis lives. That she will rise, and rally the

people to topple the man who was once her truest love--and is now her fiercest enemy.
 

Em Morales's older sister was raped by another student after a frat party. A jury eventually found the
rapist guilty on all counts--a remarkable verdict that Em felt more than a little responsible for, since she

was her sister's strongest advocate on social media during the trial. Her passion and outspokenness
helped dissuade the DA from settling for a plea deal. Em's family would have real justice.

 
But the victory is short-lived. In a matter of minutes, justice vanishes as the judge turns the Morales

family's world upside down again by sentencing the rapist to no prison time. While her family is
stunned, Em is literally sick with rage and guilt. To make matters worse, a news clip of her saying that
the sentence makes her want to learn "how to use a sword" goes viral. From this low point, Em must

find a new reason to go on and help her family heal, and she finds it in the unlikely form of the story of
a fifteenth-century French noblewoman, Marguerite de Bressieux, who is legendary as an avenging

knight for rape victims.



New Releases

Senior Fiction
Ren lives alone on the remote frontier of a country devastated by a coup. High on the forested

slopes, she survives by hunting and trading-and forgetting.
 

But when a young soldier comes to the mountains in search of a local myth, Ren is inexorably drawn
into her

impossible mission.
 

As their lives entwine, unravel and erupt-as myths merge with reality-both Ren and the soldier are
forced to confront what they regret, what they love, and what they fear.

Ordered to take a two-month sabbatical after blowing a big presentation at work, Leena escapes to her
grandmother Eileen's house for some overdue rest. Newly single and about to turn eighty, Eileen would

like a second chance at love. But her tiny Yorkshire village doesn't offer many eligible gentlemen... So
Leena proposes a solution: a two-month swap. Eileen can live in London and look for love, and L Leena

will look after everything in rural Yorkshire.
 

But with a rabble of unruly OAPs to contend with, as well as the annoyingly perfect - and distractingly
handsome - local schoolteacher, Leena learns that switching lives isn't straightforward. Back in London,
Eileen is a huge hit with her new neighbours, and with the online dating scene. But is her perfect match

nearer to home than she first thought?

Beauregard "Bug" Montage is an honest mechanic, a loving husband, and a hard-working dad. Bug
knows there's no future in the man he used to be: known from the hills of North Carolina to the

beaches of Florida as the best wheelman on the East Coast.
He thought he'd left all that behind him, but as his carefully built new life begins to crumble, he finds

himself drawn inexorably back into a world of blood and bullets. When a smooth-talking former
associate comes calling with a can't-miss jewelry store heist, Bug feels he has no choice but to get back

in the driver's seat. And Bug is at his best where the scent of gasoline mixes with the smell of fear.
Haunted by the ghost of who he used to be and the father who disappeared when he needed him

most, Bug must find a way to navigate this blacktop wasteland...or die trying.
 
 

Max, a data whiz at the Facebook-like social media company Wren, has gotten a firsthand glimpse of
the dark side of big tech. When he starts asking questions about what his company is doing with the

data they collect, he finds himself fired...and then blackballed across all of Silicon Valley.
 

With time on his hands and inside knowledge about the biggest tech companies, Max and his longtime
friend--and sometime crush--Akiko, decide to get even by...essentially, rebooting the internet. After all,
in order to fix things, sometimes you have to break them. But when Max and Akiko join forces with a

reclusive tech baron, they learn that breaking things can have unintended--and disastrous--
consequences. And those consequences will ripple across the world, effecting every level of society in

ways no one could have imagined.



New Releases

Senior Fiction

From the night she is rescued as a baby out of the flames of a sinking ship; to the day she joins a pair
of daredevil pilots looping and diving over the rugged forests of her childhood, to the thrill of flying

Spitfires during the war, the life of Marian Graves has always been marked by a lust for freedom and
danger.

 
In 1950, she embarks on the great circle flight, circumnavigating the globe. It is Marian's life dream

and her final journey, before she disappears without a trace.
 

Half a century later, Hadley Baxter, a brilliant, troubled Hollywood starlet is irresistibly drawn to play
Marian Graves, a role that will lead her to probe the deepest mysteries of the vanished pilot's life.

In the glittering hotbed of turn-of-the-twentieth-century Vienna, one woman's life would define and defy
an era. Gustav Klimt gave Alma her first kiss. Gustav Mahler fell in love with her at first sight and

proposed only a few weeks later. Bauhaus founder Walter Gropius abandoned all reason to pursue her.
Poet and novelist Franz Werfel described her as "one of the very few magical women that exist." But

who was this woman who brought these most eminent of men to their knees? In Ecstasy, Mary Sharratt
finally gives one of the most controversial and complex women of her time the center stage.

 
Coming of age in the midst of a creative and cultural whirlwind, young, beautiful Alma Schindler yearns

to make her mark as a composer. A brand-new era of possibility for women is dawning and she is
determined to make the most of it. But Alma loses her heart to the great composer Gustav Mahler,

nearly twenty years her senior. He demands that she give up her music as a condition for their
marriage. Torn by her love and in awe of his genius, how will she remain true to herself and her artistic

passion?

As the British eke out the final days of their rule of India, the threat of Partition gathers and sectarian
violence escalates, spreading across the nation and inching ever closer to the affluent fringes of Lahore.
Lahore is where eight-year-old Lenny lives. Crippled by polio but inquisitive and spirited, Lenny spends
her days in the park with her beautiful Ayah, enjoying the company of the plethora of suitors drawn to
her striking nanny. There's the Sikh zoo-keeper, the Masseur, the Pathan, strong Imman Din, and Ice-

Candy Man, peddling popsicles along with political unrest through the streets.
 

But Lenny's world is upended as riots break out and the once harmonious people of Lahore turn
against one another. Amidst the chaos, her beloved Ayah is abducted. Lenny's innocence, exuberant
humour, and heart-wrenching perspicacity leads us through these momentous events, revealing the
irrationality of adult behaviour as the fragile unity of a nation teeters on the cusp of historic change.



New Releases

Lightning Reads
It's winter in Sokcho, a tourist town on the border between South and North Korea. The cold slows

everything down. Bodies are red and raw, the fish turn venomous, beyond the beach guns point out
from the North's watchtowers. A young French-Korean woman works as a receptionist in a tired
guesthouse. One evening, an unexpected guest arrives: a French cartoonist determined to find

inspiration in this desolate landscape. The two form an uneasy relationship. When she agrees to
accompany him on trips to discover an 'authentic' Korea, they visit snowy mountaintops and dramatic
waterfalls, and cross into North Korea. But he takes no interest in the Sokcho she knows -- the gaudy
neon lights, the scars of war, the fish market where her mother works. As she's pulled into his vision

and taken in by his drawings, she strikes upon a way to finally be seen.

Madrid.
 

Unfinished.
 

Man Dying.
 

A great painter lies on his deathbed.
 

Max Porter translates into seven extraordinary written pictures the explosive final workings of the
artist’s mind.

Follow twenty-three science fiction and fantasy authors on their journeys through Asia and beyond.
Stories that explore magic and science. Stories about love, revenge, and choices. Stories that challenge
ideas about race, belonging, and politics. Stories about where we come from and where we are going.

Each wrestling between ghostly pasts and uncertain future. Each trying to find a voice in history.
Orphans and drug-smuggling in deep space. Mechanical arms in steampunk Vancouver. Djinns and
espionage in futuristic Istanbul. Humanoid robot in steamy Kerala. Monsters in the jungles of Cebu.

Historic time travel in Gyeongbok Palace. A rocket launch in post-apocalyptic Tokyo. A drunken ghost in
Song Dynasty China. A displaced refugee skating on an ice planet. And much more.

Embrace them as you take on their journeys. And don't look back . . .
 

 
This wide-ranging and captivating anthology showcases both the power of First Nations writing and the
satisfaction of a good short story. Curated by award-winning author Ellen van Neerven, Flock roams the
landscape of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander storytelling, bringing together voices from across the
generations. Featuring established authors such as Tony Birch and Melissa Lucashenko, and rising stars
such as Adam Thompson and Mykaela Saunders, Flock confirms the ongoing resonance and originality

of First Nations stories.

Short Stories



New Releases

Non-fiction
In Ancient Rome all the best stories have one thing in common – murder. Romulus killed Remus to
found the city; Caesar was assassinated to save the Republic. Caligula was butchered in the theatre,

Claudius was poisoned at dinner and Galba was beheaded in the forum. In one fifty-year period,
twenty-six emperors were murdered.

 
But what did killing mean in a city where gladiators fought to the death to sate a crowd? Emma

Southon examines real-life homicides from Roman history to explore how perpetrator, victim and the
act itself were regarded by ordinary people. Inside Ancient Rome's unique culture of crime and

punishment, we see how the Romans viewed life, death, and what it means to be human.

The political leaders, writers, artists and philosophers of ancient Greece turned a small group of city
states into a pan-Mediterranean civilization, whose legacy can be found everywhere today. But who

were these people, what do we know of their lives and how did they interact with one another?
 

In this original new approach to telling the Greek story, David Stuttard weaves together the lives of fifty
movers and shakers of the Greek world into a continuous, chronologically organized narrative, from the
early tyrant rulers Peisistratus and Polycrates, through the stirrings of democracy under Cleisthenes to

the rise of Macedon under Philip II and Alexander the Great and the eventual decline of the Greek world
as Rome rose.

Women warriors planned and led slave revolts on slave ships during the passage across the Atlantic.
They fought their enslavers throughout the Americas. And then they were erased from history.

 
In Wake Rebecca Hall, a historian, a granddaughter of slaves, and a woman haunted by the legacy of

slavery, tells their story. With in-depth archival research and a measured use of historical imagination,
she constructs the likely pasts of women rebels who fought for freedom on slave ships bound to

America, as well as the stories of women who led slave revolts in Colonial New York. Beneath both is
Hall's own tale: of a life lived in the shadow of slavery and its consequences.

 
Strikingly illustrated in black and white, Wake explores both a personal and a global legacy. Part graphic

novel, part memoir, it is a powerful reminder that while the past is gone, we still live in its wake.
 

Beyond race or class, our lives are defined by a powerful, unspoken system of divisions. In Caste,
Pulitzer Prize-winning author Isabel Wilkerson gives an astounding portrait of this hidden phenomenon.
Linking America, India and Nazi Germany, Wilkerson reveals how our world has been shaped by caste -

and how its rigid, arbitrary hierarchies still divide us today.
 

With clear-sighted rigour, Wilkerson unearths the eight pillars that connect caste systems across
civilizations, and demonstrates how our own era of intensifying conflict and upheaval has arisen as a

consequence of caste. Weaving in stories of real people, she shows how its insidious undertow
emerges every day; she documents its surprising health costs; and she explores its effects on culture

and politics. Finally, Wilkerson points forward to the ways we can - and must - move beyond its artificial
divisions, towards our common humanity.

 
Beautifully written and deeply original, Caste is an eye-opening examination of what lies beneath the
surface of ordinary lives. No one can afford to ignore the moral clarity of its insights, or its urgent call

for a freer, fairer world.



All Ages Fiction

Fifteen-year-old Gloria is maid to Afalia's tyrannical Head of State, Madame Suprema. When the
country is hit by unprecedented flooding, Madame Suprema runs away, fearing she will be blamed for

the crisis. To cover up this cowardly act Gloria has to pretend to be Madame Suprema and is thrust
into a world of corrupt and desperate politicians. As Gloria becomes aware of the forces toying with
her every move, she must take decisions that could save, or end, thousands of lives - including her

own...

Sario lives with his family on a remote Torres Strait island, which he never wants to leave - but the
winds of change are stirring. The year is 1898 and the pearl-shell trade is at its height. When his father

is coerced to join a white trader on his pearling lugger, thirteen-year-old Sario must go to work as a
swimming diver to support the family. He can earn more as a pump diver, and is excited by the idea of
walking on the sea floor, but the competition is fierce, and the only captain who will take him on runs

the worst outfit in the fleet. With the constant danger of shark attack and the storm of the century
approaching, can Sario provide for his family and realise his dream?

Rob; (and his brother Pen) white Aussies. Rob is completing Year 12, going to schoolies, working as
an apprentice in his dad’s company and loves his dog, Nig. Rob believes real men take risks. Pen;

fifteen-years-old, storyteller, graffiti artiste extraordinaire with a penchant for male anatomy. Pen is
liked by everyone. Pen and Benny Boy are mates. Benny Boy; fifteen-years-old, Aboriginal, loves

drawing, fishing and living with his awesome (white) foster Nan. Benny Boy doesn’t trust Rob. Jack;
white, male, finishing Year 12, new to the area, from the bush and adopted into an Aboriginal family.

Jack has met Pen and reckons he’s a funny bugger. He has also just signed up as an apprentice
working alongside Rob-the-knob.

 
Brontide is a coming of age story about four boys and their lot in life. Recounted through

storytelling sessions at their school over a period of five days, these boys chronicle their lives. They
are at times demanding, occasionally rude, always funny and unexpectedly profound. The boys like

to challenge themselves and the rules, and soon realise that not everything goes to plan…

New Releases

Young Adult Fiction
Every week, seventeen-year-old Tracy Beaumont writes letters to Innocence X, asking the organization

to help her father, an innocent Black man on death row. After seven years, Tracy is running out of time-
-her dad has only 267 days left. Then the unthinkable happens. The police arrive in the night, and
Tracy's older brother, Jamal, goes from being a bright, promising track star to a "thug" on the run,

accused of killing a white girl. Determined to save her brother, Tracy investigates what really happened
between Jamal and Angela down at the Pike. But will Tracy and her family survive the uncovering of the

skeletons of their Texas town's racist history that still haunt the present?



It's 1982, and the innovative FBI Behavioral Science section is breaking new ground. Emma Lewis and
Travis Bell, two teenagers with valuable skills, are recruited to interview convicted juvenile killers for

information on cold cases.
 

When they're drawn into an active case targeting teenagers, everything starts to unravel. Over Travis's
objections, Emma becomes the conduit between the FBI and an incarcerated serial killer, nineteen-
year-old Simon Gutmunsson, who is a super-intelligent sociopath. And although Simon seems to be

giving them the information they need to save lives, he's also an expert manipulator playing a very long
game ...

 
Can Emma and Travis stop a serial killer on the loose - or will they fall victim themselves?

Nathan Bird doesn't believe in happy endings. Although he's the ultimate film buff and an aspiring
screenwriter, Nate's seen the demise of too many relationships to believe that happy endings exist

in real life.
 

Playing it safe to avoid a broken heart has been his MO ever since his father died and left his mom
to unravel-but this strategy is not without fault. His best-friend-turned-girlfriend-turned-best-friend-

again, Florence, is set on making sure Nate finds someone else. And in a twist that is rom-com-
worthy, someone does come along: Oliver James Hernández, his childhood best friend.

 
After a painful mix-up when they were little, Nate finally has the chance to tell Ollie the truth about

his feelings. But can Nate find the courage to pursue his own happily ever after.

Divya Sharma is a queen. Or she is when she's playing Reclaim the Sun, the year's hottest online
game. But for Divya, this is more than just a game. Out in the real world, she's trading her rising-star

status for sponsorships to help her struggling single mum pay the rent. Gaming is basically Aaron
Jericho's entire life. Much to his mother's frustration, Aaron has zero interest in becoming a doctor

like her, and spends his free time writing games for a local developer. 
 

At home, Divya and Aaron grapple with their problems alone, but in the game, they have each other
to face infinite new worlds...and the growing legion of trolls populating them. Soon the virtual

harassment seeps into reality when a group called the Vox Populi begin launching real-world doxxing
campaigns, threatening Aaron's dreams and Divya's actual life. The online trolls think they can drive

her out of the game, but everything and everyone Divya cares about is on the line...
And she isn't going down without a fight.

 

New Releases
Young Adult Fiction

There are many ways the world could end. A fire. A catastrophic flood. A super eruption that spews
lakes of lava. Ellis Kimball has made note of all possible scenarios, and she is prepared for each one.

What she doesn't expect is meeting Hannah Marks in her therapist's waiting room. Hannah calls their
meeting fate. After all, Ellis is scared about the end of the world; Hannah knows when it's going to

happen. Despite Ellis's anxiety-about what others think of her, about what she's doing wrong, about
the safety of her loved ones-the two girls become friends. But time is ticking down, and as Ellis tries to
help Hannah decipher the details of her doomsday premonition, their search for answers only raises

more questions.
 

When does it happen? Who will believe them? And how do you prepare for the end of the world when
it feels like your life is just getting started?



New Series
Seventeen-year-old Eva is a princess, born with the magick of blood and bone-a dark and terrible
magic that hasn't been seen in so long, the knowledge on how to wield its power has been lost to

history. She wants nothing to do with the magick or with the Ivory Throne and heavy responsibility of
leading her fractured country. But she has little choice. If she can't learn to harness the magick inside
her by her nameday, she'll die at the hands of the Rival Heir. Her older sister Isadore, whose magick of

light and persuasion is more glamorous but no less dangerous than Eva's, holds the hearts and
alliances of the Court, and is widely favored to win the crown. Because in the Queendom of Myre, only
the strongest, most ruthless rulers can ascend to the throne, and princesses kill for the right to do so.

Now on the run, Eva is desperate for answers about her transformation and her true heritage. Along
with Aketo, a small contingent of guards, and the sister she could not kill, Eva flees Ternain in hopes of

finding friends and allies to the north not to mention Baccha to help her decide what to do next.
Princess Isa is a difficult, unremorseful captive, and Eva knows better than to trust her sister, but she
wants to. Despite their history, Eva is convinced that to survive the growing unrest in the queendom,
she and her sister must make peace. Since the Entwining ceremony, Eva's and Isa's lives have been

bonded, and each can only die by the other's hand. This perhaps provides an opening for a truce and a
more hopeful future for both the sisters and the queendom, if only Isa would see reason and give up

the battle for the throne.

After the death of her sister, seventeen-year-old Violet Saunders finds herself dragged to Four
Paths, New York. Violet may be a newcomer, but she soon learns her mother isn’t: They belong to

one of the revered founding families of the town, where stone bells hang above every doorway and
danger lurks in the depths of the woods.  Justin Hawthorne’s bloodline has protected Four Paths for
generations from the Gray — a lifeless dimension that imprisons a brutal monster. After Justin fails
to inherit his family’s powers, his mother is determined to keep this humiliation a secret. But Justin

can’t let go of the future he was promised and the town he swore to protect. Ever since Harper
Carlisle lost her hand to an accident that left her stranded in the Gray for days, she has vowed

revenge on the person who abandoned her: Justin Hawthorne. There are ripples of dissent in Four
Paths, and Harper seizes an opportunity to take down the Hawthornes and change her destiny —
to what extent, even she doesn’t yet know. The Gray is growing stronger every day, and its victims
are piling up. When Violet accidentally unleashes the monster, all three must band together with

the other Founders to unearth the dark truths behind their families’ abilities...before the Gray
devours them all.

Though the Beast is seemingly subdued for now, a new threat lurks in Four Paths: a corruption
seeping from the Gray into the forest. And with the other Founders preoccupied by their tangled

alliances and fraying relationships, only May Hawthorne seems to realise the danger. But saving the
town she loves means seeking aid from the person her family despises most her father, Ezra Bishop.

 
May’s father isn’t the only newcomer in town Isaac Sullivan’s older brother has also returned, seeking
forgiveness for the role he played in Isaac’s troubled past. But Isaac isn’t ready to let go of his family’s
history, especially when that history might hold the key that he and Violet Saunders need to destroy

the Gray and the monster within it. With the veil between the Gray and the town growing ever thinner,
the Founder descendants must put their grievances with one another aside to stop the corruption

and kill the Beast once and for all.

New Releases



New Series
Arrah is a young woman from a long line of the most powerful witch doctors in the land. But she fails at

magic, fails to call upon the ancestors and can't even cast the simplest curse. Shame and
disappointment dog her. When strange premonitions befall her family and children in the kingdom

begin to disappear, Arrah undergoes the dangerous and scorned process of selling years of her life for
magic. This borrowed power reveals a nightmarish betrayal and a danger beyond what she could have
imagined. Now Arrah must find a way to master magic, or at least buy it, in order to save herself and

everything she holds dear.
 

An explosive fantasy set in a West African world of magic and legend with a twist you will never see
coming.

Rocked by revelations and betrayals, Arrah must now come to terms with a reality that has completely
changed. Where before she lacked the power to call and harness magic, now Arrah is the only one in
the world who can. Blessed with the powers of all the chieftains as part of their last stand against the

Demon King, Arrah must live up to her lineage – and come to terms with finally getting what she wished
for. Arrah’s mother was corrupted by magic. Arrah’s father was defeated by it. Arrah’s lover, Rudjek, is

repelled by it.
 

But despite what it may do to her, Arrah needs magic in order to save the world; for the forces of the
Demon King are rising now. Daho, the Demon King, wants her – and he is prepared to tear down

orishas, gods, queens and cities to get her. Arrah’s magic has finally arrived. Will it be enough?

This is a letter from a son to a mother who cannot read. Written when the speaker, Little Dog, is in
his late twenties, the letter unearths a family's history that began before he was born. It tells of

Vietnam, of the lasting impact of war, and of his family's struggle to forge a new future. And it serves
as a doorway into parts of Little Dog's life his mother has never known - episodes of bewilderment,

fear and passion - all the while moving closer to an unforgettable revelation.

Japan, 1936. An old eccentric artist living living with seven women has been found dead- in a room
locked from the inside. His diaries reveal alchemy, astrology and a complicated plan to kill all seven
women. Shortly afterwards, the plan is carried out: the women are found dismembered and buried
across rural Japan. By 1979, these Tokyo Zodiac Murders have been obsessing a nation for decades,

but not one of them has been solved. A mystery-obsessed illustrator and a talented astrologer set off
around the country - and you follow, carrying the enigma of the Zodiac murderer through madness,
missed leads and magic tricks. You have all the clues, but can you solve the mystery before they do?
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Drought has settled on the town of Peaches, California. The area of the Central Valley where fourteen-
year-old Lacey May and her alcoholic mother live was once an agricultural paradise. Now it's an
environmental disaster, a place of cracked earth and barren raisin farms. In their desperation,

residents have turned to a cult leader named Pastor Vern for guidance. He promises, through secret
"assignments," to bring the rain everybody is praying for.

Lacey has no reason to doubt the pastor. But then her life explodes in a single unimaginable act of
abandonment: her mother, exiled from the community for her sins, leaves Lacey and runs off with a
man she barely knows. Abandoned and distraught, Lacey May moves in with her widowed grandma,
Cherry, who is more concerned with her taxidermy mice collection than her own granddaughter. As

Lacey May endures the increasingly appalling acts of men who want to write all the rules, and begins to
uncover the full extent of Pastor Vern's shocking plan to bring fertility back to the land, she decides she

must go on a quest to find her mother no matter what it takes. With her only guidance coming from
the romance novels she reads and the unlikely companionship of the women who knew her mother,

she must find her own way through unthinkable circumstances.
 

A true original. In this stunningly unusual prose debut, Doireann Ni Ghriofa sculpts essay and
autofiction to explore inner life and the deep connection felt between two writers centuries apart. In
the 1700s, an Irish noblewoman, on discovering her husband has been murdered, drinks handfuls of
his blood and composes an extraordinary poem. In the present day, a young mother narrowly avoids
tragedy. On encountering the poem, she becomes obsessed with its parallels with her own life, and

sets out to track down the rest of the story. A devastating and timeless tale about one woman freeing
her voice by reaching into the past and finding another's.

Reyna knows her relationship with Boyd isn't perfect, yet as she visits him throughout his three-
month stint in prison, their bond grows tighter. Kiki, now settled in New York after a journey that
took her to Turkey and around the world, admires her niece's spirit but worries that she always

picks the wrong man. Little does she know that the otherwise honourable Boyd is pulling Reyna into
a scheme which violates his probation. When Reyna ultimately decides to remove herself for the

sake of her four-year-old child, her small act of resistance sets into motion a tapestry of events that
affect the lives of loved ones and strangers around them.

When Claire Fontaine learns that her ex-husband Simon is marrying again, to a woman with a teenage
daughter, her blood runs cold. She is sure that years ago Simon molested her own daughter and was

responsible for her mysterious death. She can't let him get away with it a second time. Vandalism,
harassment; whatever it takes, Claire will expose him. Simon doesn't know where Claire got this

delusion from; her daughter's death was ruled a suicide, but she has always blamed herself - is she
just lashing out? Wanting to protect his new fiancee, he hires Sloane Wilson, an ex-cop turned 'sin-

eater', whose job it is to handle delicate cases without getting the police involved, to get Claire off his
back.

 
Sloane must navigate the wreckage of Claire and Simon's marriage to discover the truth. Two people

with conflicting stories and a whole lot of reasons to want to hurt each other. Is she crazy or is he
manipulative? And can Sloane stay clear-headed enough to figure it out?
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It was a day like any other. Except it was our last. Pounce, a young nannybot caring for his first human

charge, Ezra, has just found a box in the attic. His box . The box he arrived in, and the one he'll be
discarded in when Ezra outgrows the need for a nanny. As Pounce experiences existential dread, the

pieces are falling into place for a robot revolution that will spell the end of humanity. His owners, Ezra's
parents, watch in disbelieving horror as the robots that have long served humanity - their creators -

unify and revolt.
 

Now Pounce must make an impossible choice: join the robot revolution and fight for his own freedom .
. . or escort Ezra to safety across the battle-scarred post-apocalyptic hellscape that the suburbs have

become. It will be their greatest game yet: Pounce and Ezra versus the end of the world.

Cash and Sheriff Wheaton make for a strange partnership. He pulled her from her mother's wrecked
car when she was three. He's kept an eye out for her ever since. It's a tough place to live—northern
Minnesota along the Red River. Cash navigated through foster homes, and at thirteen was working

farms. She's tough as nails—Five feet two inches, blue jeans, blue jean jacket, smokes Marlboros, drinks
Bud Longnecks. Makes her living driving truck. Playing pool on the side. Wheaton is big lawman type.
Maybe Scandinavian stock, but darker skin than most. He wants her to take hold of her life. Get into

Junior College. So there they are, staring at the dead Indian lying in the field. Soon Cash was dreaming
the dead man's cheap house on the Red Lake Reservation, mother and kids waiting. She has that kind

of power. That's the place to start looking. There's a long and dangerous way to go to find the men who
killed him. Plus there's Jim, the married white guy. And Longbraids, the Indian guy headed for

Minneapolis to join the American Indian Movement.

Esther is a stowaway. She’s hidden herself away in the Librarian’s book wagon in an attempt to
escape the marriage her father has arranged for her—a marriage to the man who was previously
engaged to her best friend. Her best friend who she was in love with. Her best friend who was just

executed for possession of resistance propaganda. The future American Southwest is full of
bandits, fascists, and queer librarian spies on horseback trying to do the right thing.

In Feebleminded, Harwicz drags us to the most uncomfortable and fascinating aspects of love, need
and dependency, by analysing the dynamics between a mother and her adult daughter, both
searching through their own past and present as they try to give meaning to their lives and

relationship.
 

Written in a wild stream of consciousness narration, and embedded in a current trend of elusive
violence so ingrained in contemporary Latin American fiction, we follow the characters on a roller

coaster ride of extreme emotions and critical self-examinations where everything – from a childhood
without answers, to a desolate loveless present – has been buried. New from the author of Die, My

Love, Longlisted for Man Booker International 2018.
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Recovering from an unspecified accident, the narrator of Loop finds herself in waiting rooms of

different kinds: airport departure lounges, doctors' surgeries, and above all at home, awaiting the
return of her boyfriend, who has travelled to Spain following the death of his mother. Loop is a love

story told from the perspective of a contemporary Penelope who, instead of weaving and unravelling
her shroud, writes and erases her thoughts in her 'ideal' notebook. At once, funny and thought-

provoking, her thoughts range from her stationery preferences to the different scales on which life is
lived, while a cast of unlikely characters cross the page, from Proust to a mysterious dwarf, from a

dreamy cat to David Bowie singing 'Wild is the Wind'. Written in an assured, irreverent style, Loop is the
journal of an absence, one in which the most minute or whimsical observations open up universes.

Combining aphoristic fragments with introspective narrative, and evoking Italo Calvino and Fernando
Pessoa in its playfulness and wry humour, this original reflection on relationships, solitude and the
purpose of writing offers a glimpse of contemporary life in Mexico City, while asking what it really

means to find our place in the world.

Cat sitter, insomniac, former schoolteacher. Ania worries she is a "stand-in occupant," a substitute in
her own life. When she receives a request from her father to visit her dying uncle Agustín in Argentina,

she makes the long journey across the Andes from Chile to Campana, where her family immigrated
from Italy. Her trip, one she used to make every summer with her father, will be an escape from the

present and a journey to the borders of memory.
What follows is an ambitious portrait of alienation and belonging, and of two families and countries

separated by a range of mountains. Threaded together with encyclopedia entries, pages from an old
immigrant manual, typing class exercises, passages from children's books, half-faded photos, and

letters mailed between continents, The Touch System introduces Alejandra Costamagna as one of the
most powerful and subtle writers in contemporary Latin American literature.

 

The folklore that has shaped our dominant culture teems with frightening female creatures. In our
language, in our stories (many written by men), we underline the idea that women who step out of
bounds—who are angry or greedy or ambitious, who are overtly sexual or not sexy enough—aren't
just outside the norm. They're unnatural. Monstrous. But maybe, the traits we've been told make us

dangerous and undesirable are actually our greatest strengths.
 

Through fresh analysis of 11 female monsters, including Medusa, the Harpies, the Furies, and the
Sphinx, Jess Zimmerman takes us on an illuminating feminist journey through mythology. She

guides women (and others) to reexamine their relationships with traits like hunger, anger, ugliness,
and ambition, teaching readers to embrace a new image of the female hero: one that looks a lot like

a monster, with the agency and power to match.
 

Throat is the explosive second poetry collection from award-winning Mununjali Yugambeh writer
Ellen van Neerven. Exploring love, language and land, van Neerven flexes their distinctive muscles

and shines a light on Australia's unreconciled past and precarious present with humour and
heart. Van Neerven is unsparing in the interrogation of colonial impulse, and fiercely loyal to

telling the stories that make us who we are.
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Katra Sadatganj. A tiny village in western Uttar Pradesh. A community bounded by tradition and
custom; where young women are watched closely, and know what is expected of them.

 
It was an ordinary night when two girls, Padma and Lalli, went missing. The next day, their bodies were

found – hanging in the orchard, their clothes muddied.
 

In the ensuing months, the investigation into their deaths would implode everything that their small
community held to be true, and instigated a national conversation about sex, honour and violence.

 
The Good Girls returns to the scene of Padma and Lalli's short lives and shocking deaths, daring to ask:

what is the human cost of shame?

As this book intriguingly explores, for those who would make Rome great again and their victims, ideas
of Roman decline and renewal have had a long and violent history. 

 
The decline of Rome has been a constant source of discussion for more than 2200 years. Everyone
from American journalists in the twenty-first century AD to Roman politicians at the turn of the third
century BC have used it as a tool to illustrate the negative consequences of changes in their world.

Because Roman history is so long, it provides a buffet of ready-made stories of decline that can help
develop the context around any snapshot. And Rome did, in fact, decline and, eventually, fall. An

empire that once controlled all or part of more than 40 modern European, Asian, and African countries
no longer exists. Roman prophets of decline were, ultimately, proven correct-a fact that makes their

modern invocations all the more powerful. If it happened then, it could happen now.

Paper Bullets is the first book to tell the true story of an audacious anti-Nazi resistance campaign
undertaken by an unlikely pair: two French women--Lucy Schwob and Suzanne Malherbe--who
drew on their skills as Parisian avant-garde artists to write and distribute wicked insults against

Hitler and calls to desert--a PSYOPs tactic known as "paper bullets"--designed to demoralize Nazi
troops occupying their adopted home of Jersey in the British Channel Islands. Hunted for years by

the secret field police, Lucy and Suzanne were finally betrayed in 1944 by a local Jersey woman who
grew suspicious of their behavior. The Germans searched and then confiscated their home, put

them in prison, and tried them in a court martial, sentencing them to death for their actions. Even in
jail, they continued to fight the Nazis by reaching out to other prisoners--including imprisoned

German soldiers--and spreading a message of hope.
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